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ABSTRACT 

Software Defined Networking (SDN) is a complete and 

directly programmable network model which splits the control 

plane to the network data plane. Link Aggregation (LAG) is 

the grouping of multiple links into a single aggregated logical 

link with a higher bandwidth of aggregated data. This research 

sets out the implementation of the Link Aggregation Control 

Protocol (LACP) on SDN using Mininet Emulator. 

OpenvSwitch (OVS) acts as a transfer function, while RYU 

acts as an OpenFlow controller. Mininet Emulator, which is 

installed on Ubuntu Virtual Machine (VM) for LACP 

implementation in SDN. The study indicates that the speed of 

data communication has improved using LACP. This work 

also addressed that LACP provides inherent automatic 

redundancy that dynamically redirected to flow across the 

remaining links while one of the multiple links used in the 

aggregated groups fail or disabled. Additionally, Machine 

Learning (ML) approaches are also used to predict bandwidth 

based on statistical analysis of the data set. The Internet 

Service Provider (ISP) can gain more advantages to forecast 

bandwidth and serve customers.   

Keywords 
Software Defined Networking (SDN), Link Aggregation 

Control Protocol (LACP), Open Flow, Mininet Emulator, 

RYU Controller  

1. INTRODUCTION 
The computer network is composed of computer systems 

associated with various computer devices connected together 

via communication channels to facilitate communication and 

resource sharing among a large number of users. It provides a 

quick and practical way to share and transfer information to 

desired individuals. The networking industries are rapidly 

changing the way they do business and live. Business 

decisions need to be made more and more quickly and the 

decision-maker demands immediate access to accurate 

information. The progress of the computer network has 

improved rapidly. This expansion of the computer network 

will have an impact on the increase in data traffic in the 

network. Computer networks needed to be more flexible, 

scalable and programmable, with greater availability. The 

conventional network architecture incorporates a data plan 

and a control plan into the identical device which is difficult 

to meet these requirements.As well, the traditional network is 

complex and difficult to sustain. 

In order to overcome traditional network limitations, Software 

Defined Network (SDN) proposed a renewed and 

comprehensive network design approach. Software Defined 

Networks (SDN) [1-3] has provided a platform for designing 

computer networks, building the structure and managing all 

the components of the network. This is decoupled the network 

control plane from the data plane to optimize each of them. It 

appeared as a new paradigm that allowing the network to be a 

programmable and a pluggable component. The study [4] 

shows that the performance analysis of Software Defined 

Wireless Network (SDWN) with multiple domain for inter 

controller communication. It has established itself as a new 

paradigm in the huge cloud architecture that makes the 

network a programmable and plug-in component [5]. For 

these reasons, various organizations have been focusing 

heavily on the development of the SDN in recent years [6]. 

Moreover, the SDN is actively explored by the majority of 

network operators and owners. It separates the data plane 

from the control plane, making it possible to easily add new 

and powerful creative features or protocols on traditional 

computer networks. To further optimize, minimize operational 

costs and strengthen network architecture, businesses and 

organizations worldwide, either by deploying SDNs or by 

planning to deploy them on their network. The SDN will be 

considered the most widespread information technology in a 

year years [7-9]. It is estimated that US $2 billion has already 

been invested in discovering knowledge about the SDN [10]. 

Prior to the deployment of control and data plane as an 
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integrated system. However, the separation of the SDN design 

is called disintegration [11]. SDN design Application 

Programming Interface (API) [12] defines the communication 

between higher level components and a particular component 

of a network is granted by northbound [13] interfaces, 

whereas communication between the fabric switch and 

protocols is let on by the southbound interfaces [14]. As a 

result of the fertilized architecture, Southbound (API) and 

Northbound (API) are not physically located in the same 

location in SDN. 

Over the past few years, improving network security, 

streamlining network management and improving resource 

efficiency have become the main goals of computer 

networking. Nowadays, there is more and more data traffic in 

the global network due to the huge upgrade of information 

technologies. In order to process the enormous data plus 

router and switch is required. Adding more switches and 

routers will translate into lower performance, increasing the 

cost. Besides, all new network devices will need to manually 

configure and change device trends to configure other devices 

connected to the network. Overcoming these limitations 

requires a new infrastructure design that takes into account 

efficient routing, access control and load balancing. Link 

aggregation is the most preferable solution to this problem. 

Link aggregation is one of the main components of elastic 

network design, which ensures continuity of connectivity in 

case of link failure. It aggregates two or more connections 

between devices and expands the available bandwidth. 

Combining two links gives double the bandwidth of a link. 

To our knowledge, no work has been done to implement the 

LACP based on the machine learning approach. This work 

implements LACP on software-defined networking using 

machine learning to achieve outcomes of improved bandwidth 

in the communication channel and avoid redundancy in the 

event of switch failure while communicating between two 

channels. As well, an algorithm is proposed for the bandwidth 

prediction for a different area. 

This document is organized along the following lines. The 

document review is described in Section 2 and the technical 

background is described in Section 3. Also, section 4 goes on 

to outline the tools used to implement the system. Section 5 

presents the overall implementation process and describes the 

machine learning approach. Section 6 focuses on system 

outcomes and analysis. Finally, Section 7 concludes this 

document with upcoming work. 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
From the start, the bandwidth of a network link and the fault 

tolerance of a system are two key factors. Many efforts have 

been made to improve these two components over the years, 

and the process is ongoing. According to [15], N. Kumari et 

al. proposed the use of Long Short Term Memory for 

bandwidth prediction in Software Defined Data 

Centernetwork and also proposed to use push-based telemetry 

to reduce the overhead of data collection in Software Defined 

Data Centers. The author used ML approaches to predict 

bandwidth and implemented a remote measurement system 

with 90% accuracy.According to [16], the authors focus on 

the firewall on Spanning Tree Protocol (STP) on SDN and 

monitor the bandwidth available for network traffic. ML 

techniques are used to build the highest quality infrastructure. 

Another study [17] describes the current fault tolerance 

approaches in the control layer as well as in the data layer 

which is easily identifiable during communication and also 

presented requirements and clarification to fault tolerance.It 

also describes that master-slaves schemes soles the 

requirements of fault tolerance, which provides transparent 

fault tolerance and fast failovers. A fault tolerance system 

presented as CORONET, which can recover as a result of 

multiple link failures by Kim et al. [18]. The system can 

quickly recover when a faultoccurs and easily scale large 

networks. Document [19] proposed a mechanism for energy 

efficiency in aggregating 802.3ad to traffic, which can reduce 

traffic by 25.4%. The mechanism has two prior components: 

first one is negotiation protocol for the nodes lined to 802.3ad 

and the second one is an algorithm for estimating the number 

of active links to form an aggregate link of traffic outbound.  

Similarly, the author [20], stressed the ML approach for 

detection of DDoS attack in a network and to build a 

distributed denialofservice detection system (DDOS) that can 

show 93% precision in fault detection. In that approach on a 

private network dataset in anSDN environment they used 

AdaBoosting with decision stump as a weak classifier to train 

the model. Similarly, Zhang et al. [21] Controller 

synchronization issue formulated as a Markov Decision 

Process (MDP) with Deep Neural Network (DNN) and 

strengthening learning to achieve a smart synchronization 

policy called Multi-Armed Cooperative Synchronization 

(MACS). They stated MACS-based synchronization policy is 

56% more efficient in abstracting latent pattern in SDN 

environment and rendering significant eminence because of 

the DNN’s unprecedented ability and performs 30% better 

than Open Network Operating System (ONOS) and SDN 

controller synchronize heuristics.  

Another approach [22] with combined reinforcement learning 

and is deep reinforcement learning and reduced long term 

control layer overhead by 60% and increased 14% table hit 

ratio in the flow entry table. This machine learning approach 

can efficiently minimize the SDN network control plane 

overhead. They stated that performance evaluations confirm 

that the DQN-based approach performs better than the 

conventional reinforcement learning approaches and results in 

quick concurrence.  

3. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND  

3.1 Link Aggregation 
Link aggregation [23] is anapproach for the development of a 

logical link combining multiple physical lines defined in 

IEEE802.1AX-2008. Communication capacity and 

availability are augmented between devices using link 

aggregation where Fast Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet 

technology acts as a workforce. It substantially increases the 

transmission speed and accessibility compared to the 

conventional connection using a single cable. Through the 

combination of parallel physical links, only one logical link is 

created.  Figure 1 illustrates the relationship aggregation 

diagram. 
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Fig 1: Link Aggregation Design Diagram [23, 24] 

The distribution switch is connected to the server through 

linkage where two Edge switches are connected to the 

distribution switch. In order to make a larger link, two or 

more links from two or more ports on a server can connect 

with two or more switching ports. Upgrading the link 

aggregation arrows of the conventional network offers 

increased link capacity and improved link availability [24]. 

3.1.1 Higher Link Availability 

The link aggregation feature increases bandwidth, provides 

malleable deterioration, if there is a failure and also increases 

availability. Prevents communication failure of interconnected 

devices by reducing the failure of single components. The 

failure of a link or channel within an aggregation minimizes 

the available capacity leading to uninterrupted data flow since 

the systemautomatically load-balances traffic across 

remaining links and thereby connections are maintained. 

3.1.2 Link Capacity 

Upgrading the conventional network link aggregation arrows 

provides additional link capacity and better link availability. 

Mostly 10 MB/s, 100 MB/s, and 1000 MB/s. Data are 

provided by Standard LAN technology. Aggregate links may 

use a combination of those speeds on one logical link. 

Moreover, it is possible to establish multi-gigabit links, 

thereby providing substantially increased bandwidth. If a 

capacity exceeding 1000Mb/s is required, a high-speed 

connection is formed with several 1000Mb/s connections. 

3.1.2 Aggregating replaces upgrading  

The upgrade usually happens in factors of 10 and the device 

cannot take advantage of the upgrade in many cases. The 

upgrade typically occurs in factors of 10 and the appliance 

cannot benefit from the upgrade in many cases. Many network 

administrators have already experienced upgrading network 

hardware, i.e. Switching from 100 Mb/s network adapters  

1000 Mb/s network adapters led to a performance progress 

less than the 10:1 ratio implied by the hardware change or 

perhaps no improvement at all. Aggregation of links can be 

inexpensive in comparison with a native speed improvement. 

3.1.3 Types of Link Aggregation 

Link Aggregation is commonly deployed in three connections  

 Switch-to-Switch Connections 

In such connections, a single aggregate link is formed by 

joining more than one working group. By simply aggregating 

multiple links, high-speed connections can be carried out 

without any hardware upgrades. 

 

Fig 2: Switch to Switch Link Aggregation [24] 

In Figure 2 above, two interconnected switches with 4 100 

MB/s connections. In case of failure of one of the links, the 

rest of the links in the link aggregation group manages the 

traffic and the connection stays intact. 

 Switch-to-Station (Server or Router) Connections 

Nowadays, most server platforms saturate 100 MB/s link with 

numerous available applications. The ability to connect is a 

limiting factor here. On Figure-3, two switches are connected 

by 100Mb/s and one server is connected to each switch using 

four 100 MB/s links.  

 

Fig 3: Continue with station link aggregation [24] 

In this case, link aggregation enhances the performance of the 

station subject to link constraints. Performance can be 

enhanced without any hardware upgrade to the server or 

switch, but by aggregating several links. 

 Station-to-Station Connections 

There is no switch interference with station-to-station 

connections. Two servers are interconnected through an 

aggregate of 4 links of 1000 Mb/s in Figure 4. 

 

 

Fig4: Station to Station Link Aggregation [24] 

To maintain server consistency in real time, high performance 

is necessary. The high-speed Station-to-Station connection 

can be convenient for server redundancy or multiple 

processing applications. This configuration is known as the 

backbone network. 

3.2 Machine Learning in Software Defined 

Network 
Due to technological developments the network SDN has 

attracted a lot of attention on the part of researchers as a 

modern form of network design. It is largely dependent on 

many network design infrastructures. Additionally, an SDN 

offers greater programmability in the network by separating 

the control plane from the data plane. However, the likelihood 
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of attacking the SDN also increases as the SDN, dividing it 

into the application layer, the data layer and the control layer 

[25]. In contrast, ML approaches have strong potential to 

address SDN problems. ML is a technology that can 

efficiently derive computer information and forecast exactly 

the future resource needs of each virtualized, software-based 

appliance and the future service requirements of each 

customer [26].   

In the SDN, three types of ML algorithms, including 

supervised and unsupervised learning and improvement, are 

used for intrusion detection, bandwidth forecasting, spectrum 

optimization and network traffic management [27]. In 

supervised learning, the ML algorithm trained on the label 

data, wherein unsupervised learning, unlabeled data are used 

for training so that the ML algorithm can find the pattern on 

its own. Moreover, strengthening learning focuses specifically 

on the agent in an unpredictable and theoretically complex 

situation, learning to achieve a goal. Such algorithms build a 

stronger SDN environment.   

3.2.1 Anomaly Detection 

ML algorithms are integrated into the Network Intrusion 

Detection System (NID) in the SDN environment to achieve 

greater accuracy and detection speed. This approach is 

primarily used to deter attacks on networks and to control or 

follow up on malicious activities of attackers, e.g. denial of 

service attacks [28]. One of the key conclusions by using the 

NEST method of machine learning is that do not need 

technical experience, as in the black and white list. Numerous 

machine learning strategies has been used to build NEST 

structures, for example the closest K-NN (k-NN) [29] 

clustering and neighborhood algorithms, genetic and fuzzy 

algorithms [30] etc. 

3.2.2 Rerouting Traffic 

The main objective of this strategy is to divert traffic from a 

suspicious host to an emulated host, where it can be 

thoroughly investigated [31].The emulated host would 

respond to links triggered by the malicious host in the same 

way that was encountered in the preliminary anomaly that 

caused the malicious host to be identified. 

 

3.2.3 Bandwidth prediction 

The available bandwidth can also be predicted successfully 

with the help of machine learning methods. To calculate 

usable bandwidth, the bandwidth estimator includes prior 

knowledge of the network path connectivity capacity. As 

packets pass through a network, the dispersal that occurs 

provides information that may expose the associated network 

settings. Using a fluid flow pattern of a bottleneck connection, 

the detection tools measure packet dispersion to assess 

available bandwidth. However, problems exist if the 

dispersion concerning the model is skewed, e.g.,  non-fluid 

flow, packet clustering due to the disrupted coalescing, and 

usually unreliable time-stamping. Modelling these impacts is 

known to be time consuming or even insoluble. This provides 

the ability to use machine learning techniques to estimate 

bandwidth. 

4. TOOLS USED TO IMPLEMENT THE 

SYSTEM 

4.1 Mininet 

The minuet is a network emulator that creates a virtual 

network using virtual switches, controllers (OpenFlow) and 

several hosts. These hosts can easily communicate with one 

another through virtual connections in the virtual network 

environment. The SDN environment can be easily configured 

at the moment to support the OpenFlow protocol. Also, Linux 

applications may run in the emulated network, which was 

created using mininet. For developmental purposes, mininet 

provides a network stack with the Linux kernel. Due to this, 

with minimal change, the network code emulated on mininet 

can be easily implemented with real hardware.  

4.2 RYU Controller 

RYU is a popular component based controller on the SDN 

framework. It provides software components to go forward 

and straightforward APIs for developers to easily build 

control applications and management system. As the RYU 

controller is open source, the source code is open on Github 

and it is supported by the open RYU community [32]. All 

source code written in Python, which is available for free with 

the Apache 2.0 license. The RYU controller [33] supports a 

variety of protocols to manage network devices, such as 

OpenFlow, Netconf, OF-config, etc. A brief description of 

OpenFlow can be found in [34]. This protocol is used when 

communicating between the controller and network devices. 

OpenFlow provides remote management of redirection tables 

in network switches, routers and other remote access points. 

RYU supports OpenFlow extensions such as 1.0, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, 

1.5 and Nicira. Some other popular SDN controller examples 

on the market and search for being NOX [35], Floodlight [36] 

and Beacon [37]. 

5. IMPLEMENTATION 

5.1 Proposed Network Topology  

A network topology was created using the Mininet API [38] 

and configured the required topology that appears in Figure 5. 

When executing the built network script, a network topology 

is generated. There are two relationships between host h1 and 

switch s1. Three other hosts h2, h3, h4 also generated and 

connected to the switcher. The net command enables testing 

of the created topology. The h1 host has been configured to 

execute the link aggregation feature.  

More than one Network Interface Controller (NIC) can be 

combined into one linked interface using a method supplied 

by the Linux Link Driver [39]. The behavior of the linked 

interface depends on the mode in which the modes provide 

standby or load balancing services. The Linux link driver 

features ensure that the integrity of the links is monitored as 

well as.  

Initially, the h1 host does link aggregation since the link 

driver module has been loaded into it. Two interfaces exist 

within the h1 host, namely h1-eth0 and h1-eth1. These two 

interfaces of one logical interface combine, that is to say 

bond0.  A new bond0 logical interface was created and also 

assigned MAC 02:01:02: 03:04:08 addresses to bond0. 
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Fig 5: Proposed Network Topology 

Physical interfaces have been added in h1-eth0 and h1-eth1 

for creating the local interface group. MAC address has been 

assigned to the physical interface for easy-to-understand 

value. An IP address 10.0.0.1 has been assigned to the logical 

interfaces. At the end, make the logical interface up with 

appropriate commands which are performed in the xterm host 

h1.   

The MAC addresses of all the interfaces are bond0, h1-eth0, 

and h1-eth1 are same. The logical interface bond0 is the 

parent and the physical interface h1-eth0 and h1-eth1 is a 

child. Ifconfig command shows the state of each interface. All 

the pre-setting for host h1 has been completed. 

5.2 Proposed Machine Learning Based 

Design 

Figure 6 provides a basic design of bandwidth prediction 

using machine learning approaches. 

 

 

Fig 6: Proposed Machine Learning based model for 

predicting Bandwidth 

 

The proposed bandwidth prediction algorithm can be 

presented in the following way. 

Algorithm 1: Bandwidth Prediction 

Input: A is the preprocessed 

dataset that contains dependent and 

independent features.  

 

Output: αj, predicting Bandwidth 

for the corresponding zone. 

 

1. Create new features including 

count date, and day of the week and 

concatenate it in the A dataset. 

 

2. Separate the zone code feature 

including zone1, zone2, and zone3 

respectively. 

 

3. Perform  𝑋𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒 =
𝑥−𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛

𝑥𝑚𝑎𝑥 −𝑥𝑚𝑖𝑛
in each 

zone.  

 

4. for zone  [zone1, zone2, zone3]: 

                      Return 

αj = 𝑏0 + 𝑏1𝑥1 + 𝑏2𝑥2 +⋯𝑏𝑛𝑥𝑛 + 𝑒. 

αj = dependent variable. 

   x = independent variable. 

𝑏0 = intercept. 

𝑏1,𝑏2,…𝑏𝑛 = regression coefficient. 

e =  error term. 

 

5. Minimize the cost function. 

for zone  [zone1, zone2, zone3]: 

 Return min (||αj – x (theta) ||^2 +  

λ||theta||^2) 

λ = penalty term. 

 

6. for αj in [zone1, zone2, zone3]: 

   Return 𝑆𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =
100%

𝑛
 

|α j−𝑋𝑘 |

 α j +|𝑋𝑘 |
𝑛
𝑘=1 . 

αj= predicted value. 

𝑋𝑘= actual value. 

 

7. Complete 

5.3 Increase  Bandwidth 

The RYU application was run on the c0 xterm control window 

where the h1 host sends an LACP data unit every 30 seconds. 

Once the application is launched, the switch receives the 

LACP data unit from the h1 host and displays it in the 

operating log. Within the link aggregation function, an 

appropriate physical interface is enabled when the LACP data 

units are exchanged normally. When the LACP data exchange 

is paused, the physical interface is disabled. Stream inputs 

will only exist in the activated physical interfaces. For a 

specific physical interface, when LACP data units do not 

receive for a certain amount of time, stream inputs will not be 

saved. If an inactivated physical interface has received the 

LACP data unit, that interface is again activated. 

The h1 host is connected to the switch using the aggregate 

linkage. Each time change sends an LACP data drive in 

response and receives the LACP data drive from the h1 host. 

Appropriate indicates the flow inputs into the xterm window 

of switch s1 where two flow inputs were saved. In switch, 

Packet-In message is sent when the LACP data unit is sent 

from host h1’s h1-eth1 where the input port is s1-eth2 and the 

MAC address is 00:00:00:00:00:12 or LACP data unit is sent 

from h1’s h1-eth0 where the input port is s1-eth1 and the 

corresponding MAC address is 00:00:00:00:00:11. 

Packet Internet Grouper (PING) functions by transmitting an 

Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP) echo request 

packet to the desired host and waits for a response from the 

desired host for the sending ICMP. There are many hosts in a 

single network and to attain the targeted host ping message is 

the way. First of all, ping the host h3 to the host h1 with the IP 

address 10.0.0.1. When running pings from host h3 to host h1, 
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the corresponding stream inputs of switch s1 are displayed 

with the corresponding stream control. Following the previous 

checkpoint, two additional stream inputs were recorded. 

These are the first and second entries with a small duration 

value compared to other previous flow entries. 

Then execute pings from host h2 to host h1 with IP address 

10.0.0.1. Once more, after ping, the flow inputs of switch s1 

are checked. After the last entries in the feed, check point, two 

other entries were added. This is the first and second entries 

with a smaller length. As a matter of course, ping from h4 to 

h1 and the corresponding switch stream inputs are logged. 

Two additional new stream inputs are recorded in 2nd and 3rd 

with a small time value.   

5.4 Enhanced fault tolerance  

The link aggregation function significantly increases the fault 

tolerance of a system. While designing the topology, the host 

h2, h3 or h4 can communicate with the host h1 using port s1-

eth1 in the switch and port h1-eth0 in the host h1. 

Alternatively, each host can communicate using the s1-eth2 

port on the switch and the h1-eth1 port on the h1 host. Now 

split h1-eth0 which is an opposing s1-eth1 interface from the 

link aggregation group. Following separation send pings of h3 

to host h1. The host h3 still communicates with the host h1 

using the host's 1-eth2 and h1-eth1 ports. Further, h3 will be 

still able to communicate to the host h1 using port s1-eth1 in 

the switch and port h1-eth0 in the host h1 if h1-eth1 is 

removed from the aggregation. In case of failure of a link, link 

aggregation automatically recovers the communication using 

other links. The link aggregate function also performs load 

balancing between the different links in the link aggregate 

group. In order to ensure the efficient use of LACP, traffic is 

divided equally among the different routes. A specific link 

may be configured to carry a distinct class of traffic like 

voice. In addition, each individual link can also be set up to 

transport traffic from specific nodes (s) /server (s). LACP has 

a number of limitations as well. LACP occupies additional 

switching ports for connection of other nodes/systems. As 

well, in the event of a switch failure, it provides wiring, but no 

redundancy. 

 

6. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

6.1. Dataset 
The dataset is obtained from [40] at 12:00 a.m. on October 1, 

2017 at 11:00 p.m. on March 9, 2019. In total, 1048576 

samples were used for the analysis. Moreover, 80% of the 

data was for training and 20% for testing. While there are a lot 

of data and found that there was a lot of noise in the dataset 

when analyzed the data. And using statistical analysis on the 

data set to remove some of the noise. The samples used for 

this data set are described as follows: 

•HOUR_ID: Data retrieval time. 

•UPDATE_TIME: Periods of data taking. 

•ZONE_CODE: Region code 

•BANDWIDTH_TOTAL: Total Access Bandwidth in 1 hour 

MAX_USER: Maximum number of users who access 

concurrently within 1 hour 

 

6.1.2 Data preprocessing 

As there are only 5 functions available to predict bandwidth, 

few new functions are generated from the old one for a better 

understanding of the data. By expanding the number of 

characteristics and also overcoming the problem of 

correlations between dependent characteristics. In this work, 

new functionalities such as count_date and day_of_week are 

created to improve the performance of the model.  

count_date: This will represent the first date October 1, 2017, 

in the training set as 0 and the last date March 9, 2019, in the 

training set as 524. 

day_of_week: This represents the day of the week (Monday to 

Sunday) and is replaced by a value between 0 and 6. 

6.1.3 Feature Engineering 

Because the server zone and the server name are categorical 

features, one hot encoding technique is performed to handle 

such features. In this research, the ZONE CODE attribute is 

divided into three sections, including ZONE01, ZONE02, and 

ZONE03. Once ML is applied a statistical analysis to the 

dataset that is found that these characteristics are completely 

different from each other. This is chosen to create three 

separate models for each zoning code. After splitting the 

features, the Min-Max scalar is finally used to increase the 

data scale. 

6.1.4 Model Building 

After performing statistical analysis on the dataset and plot 

the min, max, average and median data for each day. This is 

found that there is a difference between the hours of the day 

and the days of the week. As well, the data is linear 

throughout the day. It is therefore based on the principle of 

linear regression. First, starting from the division of the 

ZONE_CODE characteristic into ZONE01, ZONE02 and 

ZONE03 respectively. Afterwards, the corresponding 

bandwidth for ZONE01 is taken and calculated the average 

bandwidth for ZONE01 by combining the count_date 

function. The peak regression is applied to predict the average 

bandwidth per day. In the peak regression formula, the 

count_date parameter is used because the trace has the same 

gradient as in the quadratic formula. (Refer to Figure 2). The 

same work procedure was used to forecast bandwidth in 

ZONE 02 and ZONE 03 respectively. 

6.2 Performance Evaluation 

The metrics used to evaluate the performance of the proposed 

model is following: 

𝑆𝑀𝐴𝑃𝐸 =
100%

𝑛
 

|𝐺𝑘 − 𝑋𝑘 |

 𝐺𝑘  + |𝑋𝑘 |

𝑛

𝑘=1
 

Where SMAPE is the Symmetric mean absolute percentage 

error, G_k, is the predicted value and X_k, is the real value. 

The model shows SMAPE=5.227 (SMAPE<10% is excellent) 

for the dataset. The model also shows an average of 81.61 

percent accuracy for ZONE01, ZONE02, and ZONE03 

respectively. The prediction of the bandwidth for each zone is 

presented in Fig 7. (a)Figure 7 shows the projected bandwidth 

of each zone using peak regression and the associated 

bandwidth for the count_date function. All other features built 

into the data set are built into the count_date function to 

calculate the total bandwidth. Finally, peak regression is 

applied to predict bandwidth across each area, including 

ZONE01, ZONE02 and ZONE03, respectively. Based on 

Figure 7, it is clear that peak Regression predicts bandwidth 

nearly perfectly. However, there are some fluctuations in the 
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curve as a result of the noise present in the data set. 

Nevertheless, the overall performance is outstanding. As a 

result, the proposed approach would be a remarkable 

candidate in bandwidth forecasting. 

 
(a) 

 
 (b) 

 

(c) 

Fig 7: a. ZONEO1 Bandwidth (grouped by count_date) and Total Bandwidth vs Predicted Bandwidth  

b.ZONEO2 Bandwidth (grouped by count_date) and Total Bandwidth vs Predicted Bandwidth  

c.ZONEO3 Bandwidth (grouped by count_date) and Total Bandwidth vs Predicted Bandwidth 

7. CONCLUSIONS 
This study presents a set of results based on simulation and 

analysis of the data sets using the Machine Learning 

approaches. LACP provides increased bandwidth capability 

and an integrated security system that is essential for each 

network administrator. As well, the use of existing LACP 

hardware can be implemented in the SDN architecture. It will 

minimize operating costs to improve the efficiency and 

flexibility of a system.If a link fails, the LACP automatic 

configuration protocol provides a dynamic transition into 

standby mode. In addition, the proposed ML approach would 

be an effective approach to bandwidth forecasting and could 
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be used by ISPs to enhance customer service. This is an on-

going research that will be implemented in the real world and 

will also improve the performance of the network, including 

Quality of Service (QoS). 
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